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UM scientists help save the day with I-Spider
BY AMINA AL SHERIF
aalsher@go.olemiss.edu

At the beginning of September 2013, The University
of Mississippi and the University of Southern Mississippi’s joint team of engineers,
geologists,
oceanographers
and systems specialists encountered a near catastrophe
when their $250,000 research
vehicle Mola Mola malfunctioned and hit the ocean floor
in the Gulf of Mexico, 150
miles south of New Orleans.
However, the team of specialists was able to contrive ISpider, which in coordination
with a Station Service Device
(SSD) was able to rescue Mola
Mola from a drowning death
and a massive setback in research not long after the malfunction.
The Mola Mola Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
(AUV) was developed by the
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute and later acquired
by the National Institute for
Undersea Science and Technology (NIUST), an organi-

zation under the Mississippi
Mineral Resources Institute
(MMRI) at The University of
Mississippi.
The Mola Mola was being utilized to study the 2010
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
with the Ecosystems Impacts
of Oil and Gas Inputs to the
Gulf project. The team of
UM and USM scientists were
the on and off-ground coordinators manning the equipment and providing the research.
One of the six SeaBED class
AUV vehicles in the world,
the Mola Mola is named after
the Ocean Sunfish, which has
a similar form. The double
name is also tied to the machine’s structure, composed
of a pair of upper and lower
hulls, separated by vertical
struts.
Mola Mola has a maximum
operating depth of 2,000 meters, and its function is to take
pictures of the ocean floor to
create photomosaics used by
scientists for research.
The team of scientists who
made up the researchers and
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University of Mississippi scientists helped recover the Mola Mola research vehicle early last month.

technical staff operating the
Mola Mola as well as rescuing the machine include Matt
Lowe, Steven Tidwell and
Marco D’Emidio of UM, as
well as Vernon Asper, Roy
Jarnagin and Max Woolsey
from USM.

At the time of the incident,
Mola Mola’s team was surveying areas around natural
oil seeps where oil and gas
bubble up from the seafloor.
When the incident occurred,
Mola Mola was busy taking
pictures of the seafloor at

1,200 meters. The engineers
operating the machine were
monitoring its progress from
a control lab on a ship.
D’Emidio is the navigator
for the I-Spider and SSD opSee I-SPIDER, PAGE 4

Football spending fuels Oxford Square shopping
BY JORDAN WYTON
jawyton@go.olemiss.edu

CADY HERRING | The Daily Mississippian

Charly Ott shops at The Kaleidoscope on Wednesday.

OPINION:
Raise pay, standards for

The quality of shopping on the
Square may depend on the success of Ole Miss football.
Business owners on the Square
say they enjoy huge revenue
boosts from Rebel football weekends that keep many of their
businesses alive.
“The difference is athletics, in
general, but especially the influx
brought by football is tremendous
in our store,” said Landry’s
owner Stan Shanks about the
additional customers visiting the
Square on game weekends.
Shanks estimated that football
weekends can generate up to
four times the amount of revenue brought in on an ordinary
weekend in his store.

Retailers are not alone in noting
an increase in customers around
Oxford on home game weekends.
Many students and Oxford
residents try their best to avoid
the rush during home weekends
and prefer not to even go out
on the Square.
Sophomore biology major
Boomer Preston said that he likes
to avoid crowds and what he
thinks are higher prices.
“I honestly don’t really like
going out on football weekends,”
Preston said. “The prices are high
and it’s way too crowded.”
Preston believes businesses know
that football weekends attract
more people through their doors.
“They know the people are in
town and they’re going to make
money,” he said.
Freshman accountancy major
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James Heslin commented on prices on football weekends as well.
“Being used to downtown Athens, (Ga.,) covers at bars are unheard for me,” said Heslin. “And
when a bar tries to charge me 20
dollars to go in there’s no reason to
even go out.”
Although this season’s schedule
stacks home games beginning this
month, business owners nonetheless expect a successful season of
sales.
Shanks says it won’t make
much of a difference when the
customers come, just as long as
they arrive.
“We have six games to look
forward to in October and November, so it’s going to make up
for the lack of games in September this year,” Shanks said.

See Page 5
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As an ardent policy wonk,
I often hear the refrain that
schools are failing because
they lack the necessary funding to become good schools.
When looking at this, there are
two different issues at play.
First, we should take a look
at the total spending over time
compared to results. According to the Mississippi Center
for Public Policy, school perpupil-expenditures in Mississippi have steadily increased
over the last 30 years well beyond the rate of inflation. During this same span, achieve-
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ment results on tests such as
the ACT, SAT and NAEP have
flat-lined.
Additionally,
graduation
and dropout rates have fluctuated, with the average staying
around the same. Thus, the
data suggests that increased
spending does not have a correlation with increased results.
The second item to look at
is the relationship between
teacher salaries and achievement. As one would assume,
like total expenditures, teacher
salaries have steadily risen over
the previous thirty years while
achievement has remained
constant. However, one thing
lacking in this breakdown is
the minimum standards that
teachers must meet in order to
obtain certification.
I am often asked, “What
if we paid teachers more?
Wouldn’t that help?” In re-
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sponse, I point out the above
data, explaining that raising
salaries without raising standards accomplished nothing.
Yes, higher teacher pay will
attract more individuals to the
positions, but without raising
standards along with it, there
is no way to ensure that each
and every classroom is led by a
high-quality teacher.
Imagine if the pay and standards for teachers matched
the pay and standards for doctors, accountants or engineers.
Imagine if only the top high
school graduates could enter
education programs. Imagine
if all teachers held advanced
degrees in the field they are
teaching.
As the standards rise, teaching will no longer be seen by
many as a last-resort. Instead,
we will see individuals entering college with teaching as an

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no
longer than 300 words. Third party letters and those
bearing pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld”
will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter
per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification and major. All submissions must be turned in at
least three days in advance of date of desired publication.

ultimate end goal, much like
medical school or law school.
As long as the standards
remain low, the education
system will continue to have
subpar teachers qualifying for
positions. Maybe by raising
both the pay and standards we
will begin to see success in every classroom in every school.
Increasing total funding and
teacher salaries is only one
part of a very complex equation; an equation that is riddled with far more variables
than constants. Focusing on
one variable while ignoring
the others will never let us get
the maximum out of the system.
Trenton Winford is a senior public policy leadership major from
Madison.
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Color of your skin does not dictate your music taste

BY ANNA RUSH
akrush1@gmail.com

Music has always been
known to push boundaries
and be on the forefront of
cultural changes. Some might
even argue that music is the
spark that brings on shifts in
the social norm.
Two ladies are stirring quite
a buzz in music today, and
for a similar reason. With
one, I join the masses in being shocked and somewhat
disturbed by her antics but
secretly listen to her songs on
repeat when I work out. The
other one is an up-and-coming artist who I like to brag in
that hipster-humblebrag way

that I was a fan of “before she
made it big.”
While the numbers of records sold show that a vast
majority of people like their
music and music critics praise
their albums, they have both
received criticism over their
choice in style of music.
Namely, that they are young
white girls who are trying to
emerge in the rap genre.
Before you start throwing
stones at me for defending
this artist, please understand
that I agree with a lot of criticism that comes her way, but
I do defend her music in some
aspects. I’m sure you’ve concluded my now that I’m referring to the one and only Miley
Cyrus.
Her antics might be a bit,
well extremely, over-the-top,
but to call her “clumsy white
appropriation of black culture” like Jon Caramancia did

in the New York Times might
be a bit much. When grilled
in interviews about why she
is trying to make a name
for herself in rap music and
what statement she is trying
to make, she simply responds
with that is the music she listens to and the style she likes.
The other artist is a much
more media-reserved female
who has equally received
flack for her music siding
more towards rap than pop.
The singer Lorde is a young
white girl from New Zealand
who reached popularity with
her song “Royals.”
The song speaks about rap
culture and how although she
loves the music the lyrics do
not line up with her actual
life. Her songs have caused
some in the music critic circles
to label her as a racist. Her reply is in line with Cyrus, this
is just the music that she likes

and she writes about how she
feels.
As quoted in an interview
with NPR, Lorde said, “I’ve
always loved hip-hop, but as
a fan of hip-hop, I’ve always
had to kind of suspend disbelief because, obviously, I don’t
have a Bentley.“
While you can pick apart
the merits of the criticisms
against each artist, it simply
boils down to the point that
some feel a white girl has no
business in rap. They belong
on the pop charts, exclusively.
We see this in other genres,
like when African-American
country singers get more attention for the color of their
skin in that industry than the
merits of their music.
Perhaps the music industry
is starting to finally reach the
color-blind, melting pot that
society has constantly struggled to reach.

Artists produce music they
like not because the color
of their skin dictates what
kind of music they are “supposed” to make. Artists write
lyrics that apply to their life
and how they feel about the
world around them not the
preconceived notions of what
their life and past “should be”
because of the pigment they
were born with.
Perhaps we can learn a lesson from this growing trend in
music that the color of your
skin does not have to dictate
the kind of music you like.
Likewise, it certainly does not
need to dictate the person you
are and should never dictate
how others perceive or judge
you.

portant reason to have a photo ID is you must present one
to a cop if you are suspected
of committing a crime or other suspicious activity.
Voting is a right that everyone deserves to have and it
should be protected by having everyone show some sort
of ID. It’s not like they are
hard to get either: you can get
one at the DMV that will just
serve as an ID and not a drivers license if you cannot or
do not want to drive. Lastly,

her “fact” about “it is more
likely that an individual will
be struck by lightning than
that he will impersonate another voter at the polls” applies to the 2004 election in
Ohio and not to the U.S. as
a whole, and that statistic applies to the chances of one
person being struck in there
lifetime. You cannot compare
the chances of being struck by
lightning in your lifetime to
the chances of someone impersonating another voter in

a single election in 2004 in a
single state and apply it to the
whole country in 2013.

Anna Rush is a law student
from Hattiesburg. She graduated
from Mississippi State University
in 2011

Letter to the editor:
Dear Editor,
I do not think that Christine
Dickason’s article “The Facts
about Voter ID Laws” could
possibly be more vague. First
off she states that you do not
have to show photo ID to register to vote in MS, while that
is true, you do have to identify
yourself in some form such as
photo ID, last four digits of
social security number or a
copy of a current utility bill,
bank statement, government
check, or other government
document that makes your
name and address.
Second, she says no photo ID
is required for the SNAP program and once again this is a
very vague statement because
while you do not have to bring
photo ID, you do have to
bring proof of identification,
pay stubs, bank statements,
and social security numbers
for everyone in the household

V

to apply for the program.
Third, you do have to have
some sort of photo ID in everyday life: you need one to
get cash back at the bank or
to make a withdrawal, you
need one to buy alcohol,
many places will ask for your
ID when using a credit card,
to drive, to rent an apartment,
to open a bank account, to be
admitted to a hospital, to get a
marriage license, to apply for
college, and most importantly
to get a job. Another very im-

%#/-

Tyler Gannaway
Mechanical Engineering
senior

As red & blue tents fill the Grove,
Make sure your nails are done for the show!
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Become a
Global Ambassador!
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olunteer to be paired with international exchange students for support, fun, and friendship Spring 2014.
If you are a current University of Mississippi student who is interested in getting to know
people from across the world and would like to learn about other cultures while helping visiting international
students integrate into the Oxford and Ole Miss community, this program is right for you! Please follow this link
to apply: http://www.outreach.olemiss.edu/exchange/student_activities.html

Deadline is Friday, November 1, 2013!

35255

• Study Abroad Office
• 318 Martindale

CONTACT:
• 662-915-3766
• ecoveret@go.olemiss.edu
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I-SPIDER,
continued from page 1
erations. His role is to direct
the captain of the boat according to the navigation and
position of the vehicles in the
water. According to D’Emidio,
the only cause of the malfunction of Mola Mola known today was the flooding of the
pressure house.
Max Woolsey is an Oxford
native who holds a masters
degree in electrical engineering from UM. Currently, he
works for USM as an undersea
vehicles engineer with NIUST.
During the cruise, Woolsey
was one of the operators of
the two NIUST AUVs, Eagle
Ray and Mola Mola.
“Although I would not consider myself a superstitious
person, the failure occurred
on the 13th involving Mola
Mola,” Woolsey said. “In such
a situation, the leak would first
short out the main batteries,
which would detect the short
and immediately switch off.”
After the Sept. 13 failure,
the Mola Mola finally sank to

the bottom of the Gulf due to
the loss of buoyancy.
The I-Spider was one of the
vehicles used to recover the
Mola Mola in combination
with the SSD. The Mola Mola
was recovered by the team because the SSD is an remote
operated vehicle that has arms
and thrusters, according to
D’Emidio.
When the team was alerted
that Mola Mola was down,
D’Emidio recalled the MMRI
team driving down to Cocodrie, La., in two vehicles
for the rescue mission. The
MMRI team of UM and USM
scientists worked to improve
and develop the I-Spider technology, along with the SSD.
Woolsey described the ISpider as a system that takes
many forms, but in one state,
it mounts upon a cage containing the SSD. The machine
maintains the fiber optic link
between the SSD and the surface ship, providing a thirdperson overview of the work
site as the SSD swims from its
cage to interact with its surroundings.
“It is a great benefit of our

Green
Fund
to host
seminar

cooperative program that we
have such a diverse and complementary set of research
equipment,” said Woolsey,
who spoke highly of every
member of the team involved
in the operation. “When a system fails, we have the equipment and dedicated personnel
to fix the problem.”
What is the work environment like for the team at
MMRI?
“All of us work together as
a team, as part of the same
big umbrella that NIUST is,”
D’Emidio said.
All members of the team
work at Ole Miss in some
form, whether it be on campus, at the field station or at
the MMRI shop.
“For us there is no difference
between UM and USM,” he
said. “Our goal is producing
cutting edge research in marine science.”
Currently, the team is putting together a list of engineering challenges faced in their
research, and they intend on
breaking those challenges into
projects that can be researched
by individuals and groups of

students on both campuses.
According to Woolsey, the
next Mola Mola mission is
not scheduled until May 2014.
The next few months will involve repairs and improvements needed to put the machine back in the water. The
team hopes to get the Mola
Mola back in the water in
March or April of 2014 for a
few engineering trials before
the vehicle’s surveying season
BY PETE PORTER
begins.
tjporter@go.olemiss.edu
To read more about Mola
Mola, I-Spider and UM’s reThe University of Mississippi
search at MMRI, go to www.
Green
Fund Committee will be
ecogig.org, www.NIUST.org
holding
a seminar today in the
and mmri.olemiss.edu.
Lott Leadership Conference
Room 101 from 4-5 p.m to explain its Project Proposal Process.
The seminar will break down
the multi-stepped Project Proposal Process which will include
the proposer presenting his or
her project ideas for funding to
the committee after the proposal choices have been narrowed.
Anyone who is interested in submitting a proposal should know
proposals are due Oct. 18 and
should attend tonight’s meeting.

HAPPY
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10 oz. Sangria Margarita. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.50
Pitcher of Margaritas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15.99
Pitcher of Texas Margaritas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18.00
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Congratulations to Holly Barnes and Donna Sivils
of the

WINNERS

Rebel Radio
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Football Ticket Giveaway

EACH WINNER RECEIVED A PAIR OF TICKETS TO ALL 6 REMAINING OLE MISS HOME FOOTBALL GAMES.
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1200 N. Lamar Blvd.
234-5041
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10 Thacker Rd.
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1631 W Jackson Ave.
236-7346
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Gameday stimulates economy Oxford competing
for faster Internet

FILE PHOTO (THOMAS GRANING) | The Daily Mississippian

BY SARAH DOUGLASS
spdougl2@go.olemiss.edu

The draw of football fans to Oxford crowds streets and makes for
long lines, but also bolsters the local economy.
Comparison
of
Oxford’s
monthly tax reports from the last
calendar year detail that
the months of football season
draw in the most revenue from
lodging taxes and food and beverage taxes, with the summer orientation month of June coming in
close second.
October of last year brought
in $27,164 in lodging taxes and
$185,495 in food and beverage
taxes.
Football fans descend upon the
Grove throughout the season to
feast at multiple well-equipped
Grove tents.
Newk’s Eatery has become a goto restaurant among novice and
experienced Grovers.
“As far as catering, when it
comes to football, especially when
it comes to referring to tailgating
here in Oxford (business) doubles,”
said Jamie Moody, assistant manger of Newk’s Eatery on Jackson
Avenue. “It really does. It brings a

W D
ST CK

lot to us as far as the catering aspect goes.”
The Blind Pig Pub and Deli on
the Square looks forward to an increase of crowds during lunch and
dinner.
“We tend to have a pretty decent
crowd during the weekends, but
we’ll get more of a lunch and dinner crowd and night crowds during game weekends,” said Landon
Boyte, employee of The Bind Pig
Pub and Deli.
Along with decadent food choices, Oxford provides its tourists with
a wide selection of souvenirs and
Grove necessities.
Katherine Beck, a new store
on the Historic Town Square, is
a hot spot for the lovers of embellishment. Tourists on the hunt for
that last minute sparkle are seen
swarming the boutiques of the
Square.
“We get lots of women looking for last minute Grove decorations,” said Carter Martin, Katherine Beck employee.
While Southern hospitality is arguably at its finest in Oxford, finding a hotel room during football
season is no small task.
A 2012 Oxford Convention and
Visitors Bureau Travel Market Re-

search Study indicates that 26.4
percent of annual overall lodging
market can be attributed to groupleisure activity, with 11.8 percent is
due to the draw of team sporting
events.
Boutique hotels such as Downtown Oxford Inn find that they
swing from vacant to full occupancy within hours of opening
reservations.
The Downtown Inn has a waiting list of about 75 hopeful tourists
per game weekend on average.
“After that, we just kind of cut
it off at that point,” said Adam
Salters, Downtown Oxford Inn’s
general manager, of the waiting
list. “We could put more, but that’s
about it.”
Requests from tourists for more
hotel accommodations have been
heard and new hotels are being
built in hopes of accommodating
more guests.
However, accommodations for
the increase in tourists during the
seven home football weekends
may hurt Oxford’s hotel and motel businesses in the long run, according to Marry Allen Hedges,
Oxford Tourism Manager.
“There is kind of a misconception that hotel rooms are always
filled every weekend,” Hedges
said. “I mean that is definitely true
during football weekends, but really that’s pretty much it (besides)
Double Decker and graduation
weekends.”
Hedges would like to see the
momentum of football weekends
carried throughout the year to
stimulate tourism.
“(We need to) try and drive in
visitors during the week and all
these weekends when there is
nothing going on, but (we need)
to really fill the rings on Sunday
through Thursday nights,” Hedges said. “That’s we we try to do
with group tours, and our marketing efforts.”

BY KATELYN MILLER
kamille3@go.olemiss.edu

Oxford is officially in the race
to be C Spire’s first city to host
the company’s new high-speed Internet initiative, C Spire Fiber to
the Home.
On Sept. 24, C Spire officials announced the new initiative to give
homes in Mississippi the chance
for Internet speeds of up to 1 gigabit per second, which is about 100
times faster than the average Internet speed currently available
through most providers.
C Spire hopes to have the first
city connected sometime next year.
But communities are competing to
determine which will be the first.
The program, called Get Fiber First, invites city officials from
around the state to tell C Spire why
their city is the best option to be
the first to receive the new service
and how their city will benefit from
the future operations and the faster
connection.
C Spire said it will accept applications from neighborhoods, towns
and cities. All applications must be
submitted by the Oct. 20 deadline.
“We’re going to pull out all the
stops for this,” Mayor Pat Patterson
said during the Board of Aldermen
meeting on Oct. 1.
Alderman Robyn Tannehill is
heading up Oxford’s effort, and she
launched a social media campaign
this past week with a new Oxford
Fiber First Facebook Page under
the slogan, “You Bring the Gigs and
We’ll Byte!”
“As a board, you have a lot of different opinions on how to get where
we’re going, but one thing we all
strongly believe is that we have to
plan for the future,” Tannehill said
last Tuesday. “This is a very important step in securing the digital infrastructure we need to take Oxford
into the future.”

Tannehill said city leaders are
working to complete the Request
for Information to send to C Spire
and is asking for the community’s
support for the project.
“C Spire said the enthusiasm
from the community will help in
their decision,” she said. “The social media campaign will be aimed
at letting everyone know all the
ways they can contact C Spire to
let them know they’re interested in
Oxford being the first.”
C Spire officials say they have
about 4,000 miles of fiber optic
cable throughout the state and plan
to put down about 1,600 more.
The service is already in place in
other areas, including Kansas City,
Kan., Chattanooga, Tenn. and Lafayette, La.
Several cities in Mississippi have
already announced that they too
are vying to be the first in Mississippi, including Corinth, Clinton
and Southaven.
Recently, officials from Oxford,
The University of Mississippi, the
Oxford-Lafayette County Chamber of Commerce and the Economic Development Foundation
met with C Spire executives in Jackson when they issued the challenge
to communities.
C Spire President and CEO Hu
Meena said the community’s interest is a big part of the evaluation
process.
“The community that wants it
the most will get it first,” he said at
a recent press conference. “It’s that
simple.”
Tannehill is asking the community to visit and “Like” the new
Facebook page and to post messages showing support. Community
members can also tweet their support to @cspire using #OxfordFiberFirst.
For more information, visit www.oxfordms.net.

TONIGHT

TYLER FARR• 8pm

WEDNESDAY

Every
Wednesday
from 12-2 pm
with
DJ Maddog,
DJ Free Willy &
Ethan Booker

TOMORROW

BLACKBERRY SMOKE • 8pm

*Next week: Yonder Mountain String Band & PANTyRAiD

@rebelradio

662.234.5333 • 1006 Van Buren Ave. • Box Office Hours Wed-Fri 12-5

35265

35288
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Two Mississippi doctors start literary journal
BY KENYA ASHBY
kiashby@go.olemiss.edu

Mississippi doctors R. Scott
Anderson and Lucius M.
“Luke” Lampton recently released their independent literary journal entitled China
Grove on Aug. 28.
The journal features the
submissions of writers from
all around the country. In addition, the journal includes
exclusive
interviews
and
works from literary greats
such as Ellen Gilchrist.
Overall, the journal focuses on recognizing excellence
in writing and the work of
emerging writers.
Through China Grove, Anderson and Lampton aim to
take these emerging writers
and juxtapose them against
more experienced or former
writers, such as Mark Twain.
Anderson also said they aim
to reflect a set of values that
reflect Mississippi in China
Grove.
The greatest benefit that
Anderson has received from
the journal is the joy he gets
from reading writers’ submissions.
“It is an opportunity to
work with young writers,”
Anderson said, who has been
a radiation oncologist for 25
years.
Anderson believes literature
is one of the most important
things in his life. He even considers himself to be a “cheerleader for literature.”
“The truth is that most of
the writing that is coming out
now is not of a great quality,”
Anderson said. “You have to
find the good pieces in the
river of junk. Maybe China
Grove can be a place for people to sort through literature
without having to go through

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHINA GROVE PRESS.COM

that river of junk.”
Because the committee tries
to publish works of a certain
standard, the selection process for China Grove is very
competitive.
The pieces for China Grove
are selected by a committee
of editors. If a candidate receives three of the four votes
from the editors, they are automatically published in the
literary journal. Most candidates only receive two votes.
After candidates with three
votes are selected, then the
candidates with two votes are
considered for publishing.
“The challenge with Chi-

na Grove is moving forward
because we set such a high
standard with the first issue,”
Anderson said. “The first one
was excellent. It will be hard
to top its success.”
Currently, Anderson and
Lampton are putting together
the February issue. It normally takes two months to make
literary selections and to put
together China Grove.
Students around campus
are excited about the next issues of China Grove.
“I think that this will be a
wonderful opportunity for
fresh writers to gain experience and much needed exposure,” said freshman journalism major Leah Gibson.
Freshman
pre-pharmacy

major Kristen Black also said
the journal was a beneficial
endeavor.
“I think it is great that the
doctors are creating a literary
journal to showcase and help
improve the talents of emerging writers,” she said.
China Grove is expected
to become quarterly in 2015.
Two issues of the literary
journal will be published in
2014. In addition, both paper and electronic versions
of China Grove will become
available to the public. Currently, only the paper version
is offered.
In the future, China Grove
will also be awarding prizes
for the best submissions.
The Ellen Gilchrist Prize for

Buy It. Sell It.

Short Fiction will be awarded
for the first time in August
of 2014. There will also be a
China Grove Prize for Outstanding Poetry awarded in
the fall of 2015. Both prizes
are worth $2,000.
All three issues of China
Grove can be bought at the
official website www.Chinagrovepress.com. In addition,
the first issue is currently being sold at Square Books.
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Feature Photos: ‘From the Met to Broadway’ rehearsal

KATIE WILLIAMSON | The Daily Mississippian
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Ole Miss opera students practice for the upcoming opera scenes, ‘From the
Met to Broadway,’ directed by Associate Director of Music Julia Aubrey. The
scenes will be preformed in Meek Hall on Nov.1,2,3.
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APhA ACADEMY OF STUDENT PHARMACISTS

Tune into 92.1 Rebel Radio to hear

Funky Fridays!
When:
1-3pm
Every Friday

DJ’s:
Free Willy &
Ryan Cook

Let us take you to

FUNKY
TOWN

ARM
YOURSELF
Get your

FLU SHOT
on campus
TODAY • THE STUDENT UNION • 11AM - 2PM
B i l l e d

t o

y o u r

B u r s a r

TONIGHT
$1 Coors Light
on the upstairs patio all night

120 South 11th Street

please drink responsibly

a c c o u n t

35260

DJ MARIO

35277

662.234.1411
35214

Garfield

By Jim davis

555
DEAL

3 medium
1 topping
$5.55 each

ORDER ONLINE
WWW.DOMINOS.COM

3 large
1 topping
$7.77 each

OPEN LATE

236-3030

PAN PIZZA EXTRA, MINIMUM DELIVERY $7.99

The fusco BroThers
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By J.c. duffy

dilBerT

By scoTT adams

NoN sequiTur

By Wiley
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By Garry Trudeau

Now Leasing
brand new apartments

• Two Swimming Pools • 24-hour Fitness Center
• Grand Clubhouse
• Tennis Courts
• Tanning Beds
• Walking Trail

Located on Old Taylor Road, Oxford, MS 38655

(662)
234-8718
Call
for prices

6

NewsWatch at 5 p.m.
Mon. - Fri. on Channel 99
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5 2
3 7
1 9
6 1
7 8
9 4
2 3
4 6
8 5

7 1
3 5
2 3
8 7
1 6
9

4

2 5 1 8 3
8 9 6 3 5
6 4 7 2 9
9 1 4 7 8
4 2 5 6 1
3 8 9 4
5

6 5
9 3
2 7
8

1

7 6
4 2

Sudoku #6
3 6 5 1
4 1 2 7
7 9 8 2
9 4 7 3
8 3 6 9
2 5 1 8
5 2 3 6
6 7 4 5
1 8 9 4

4 9 8
3 8 5
6 5 4
1 6 2
5 2 1
7 4 3
9 1 7
8 3 9
2 7 6

7 2
9 6
1 3
5 8
4 7
6 9
8 4
2 1
3 5

Puzzles by KrazyDad

8
4
3
2
5
1
9
7

6 1 9 8
9 6 3 5
8 7 4 2
5 9 2 3
1 5 8 7
2 4 6 1
7 8 1 9
4 3 7 6
2 5 4
3

SUDOKU©

Sudoku #5
7 3 1 4 9 8
9 4 5 6 1 2
6 2 8 3 7 5
2 5 7 8 4 9
4 6 9 5 3 1
1 8 3 2 6 7
5 7 6 9 8 4
8 1 2 7 5 3
1 2 6

2 8 1 7 4
6 9 7 5 1
5 4 3 8 6
8 1 2 9 7
4 7 5 6 3
3 6 9 2 8
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amenities:

4

5
4
1
7
9
3
6
2
8

9 5 3 6
3 2 4 8
2 7 9 1
4 6 5 3
1 9 8 2
5 1 7 4

Purchase yours today at The Pro Shop

• Water
• Trash

• Washer and Dryer, Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Refrigerator with Ice Maker
• Built-in Microwave
• Stainless Steel Appliances
• Ceiling Fans
• 9 ft. Ceiling with Crown Molding
• Tile & Plank Flooring
• Over 1180 Square Feet Heated
• Two Full Baths
• Walk-in Closets, Outside Storage

9

Sudoku #8
4 2 3 7
1 8 7 2
6 5 9 3
8 1 4 6
2 3 6 4
9 7 5 8
3 4 2 5
5 9 8 1
1 9
6

WEAR
NAVY
for the Ole Miss vs. Texas A&M Game
© 2013 KrazyDad.com

scratch area

rent Includes:

• Basic Cable
• Internet Access

We offer luxury two bedroom/
two bath apartment homes
that come fully equipped with:

3

7

1
8 3

7 2
9 3
4 6
8 9
2 1
5 7
3 5
1 8
4

6
8

7

SUPER TOUGH

6

9

2

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

9 4 8
6 8 5
5 3 1
4 2 6
8 7 3
1 6 4
2 9 7
3 5 2
7 1 9

1
2 3

9

4 1
2

6

Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.

Sudoku #7
6 3 5 1
2 1 4 7
7 8 9 2
5 7 1 3
4 9 6 5
8 2 3 9
1 4 8 6
9 6 7 4
5 2 8

6

7 3
2

9
4

HOW TO PLAY

8

"Don't borrow someone else's spectacles to view yourself with."
-- Simon Travaglia

8

Super-Tough Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Book 5

3

Sudoku #6
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Ole Miss volleyball
still seeking first
SEC win
BY MAC MARTIN
mmart4@yahoo.com

Two weeks after opening
up Southeastern Conference
play, the Ole Miss Lady Rebel
volleyball team now looks to
redeem their 0-4 conference
record on the road in Baton
Rouge, La. The Rebels face
off with the LSU Tigers this
Friday. The team will then
return home to battle the Auburn Tigers on Sunday.
The Lady Rebels are coming off two tough losses in
their SEC road opener last
week, and the Lady Rebels
travel into enemy territory
once again.
This time they head to Baton
Rouge where the LSU Tigers
boasts a 10-3 record, but are
also winless within the conference. The Tigers continue
their homestand after losing
to Georgia and defending national champion No. 4 Texas
last weekend. The player for
Ole Miss to watch will be the
Tigers sophomore standout
Khourtni Fears, who is currently tied for tenth for kills
in the conference.
The match in Baton Rouge
is set for 7:00 p.m.
After Friday’s game against

LSU, Ole Miss will spend a
day traveling before arriving
back home to take on the Auburn Tigers (9-7, 0-4).
Auburn opened SEC play
two weeks ago and have
dropped four straight conference games, most recently
to Arkansas and Missouri
last weekend. Two players to
watch will be seniors Katherine Culwell and Camila
Jersonsky, who are ranked
sixth and eighth respectively
among active SEC players in
career kills. Auburn’s match
against Ole Miss will be the
last of their three-game road
trip.
The match is set for 1:30
p.m. in the Gillom Sports
Center.
For continuing coverage of
Ole Miss women’s volleyball,
follow @thedm_sports on
Twitter.

OLE MISS SPORTS INFORMATION

Rebels announce 2014
baseball schedule
The Ole Miss Rebels will play
32 home games as part of a schedule that features six series against
NCAA Tournament teams from
a year ago it was announced with
the release of the 2014 schedule
Wednesday.
The 2014 season, which opens
Friday, Feb. 14, 2014, will see the
Rebels take to the road for 24 contests.
Ole Miss opens the season with
a three-game series at Stetson (Feb.
14-16) before returning home to
play a 13-game home stand that
includes games against UT-martin
(Feb. 19), Georgia State (Feb. 2123), Louisiana-Monroe (Feb. 2526), UCF (Feb. 28-Mar.2), Memphis (Mar. 5) and UALR (Mar.
7-9).
The Rebels will then go on the
road for a pair of games at Southeastern Louisiana (Mar. 11-12) before opening Southeastern Conference play.
The Rebels open conference
play at South Carolina (March 1416) as one of five series played on
the road against SEC foes. Other
road SEC series include games at
Alabama (March 28-30), at Mississippi State (April 11-13), at Kentucky (April 25-27) and at Texas
A&M (May 15-17).
Ole Miss will also host five SEC
series, including games against
Missouri (March 21-23), Auburn
(April 4-6), LSU (April 18-20),

FILE PHOTO (AUSTIN McAFEE) | The Daily Mississippian

Ole Miss baseball head coach, Mike Bianco, during practice on August 21.

Arkansas (May 2-4) and Georgia
(May -10). The weekend series
against Auburn will be a part of
the annual Grove Bowl weekend
in Oxford.
The Rebels will also play a
home-and-home contest against
Arkansas State (March 19 in Oxford; May 13 in Jonesboro), and
mid-week home games against
UAPB (April 2), Murray State

(April 9) and Southern Miss (April
30).
The 2014 schedule also includes
neutral site contests at Trustmark Park against Southern Miss
(March 25) and the annual Governor’s Cup game against Mississippi State (April 22).

35340
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Rebel soccer team to host the Commodores
BY NICK ELEY

njeley@go.olemiss.edu

FILE PHOTO (TYLER JACKSON) | The Daily Mississippian

Mississippi’s Olivia Harrison (20) drives the ball past Florida players during their NCAA college soccer game in Oxford, Miss., Friday,
Sept. 27, 2013.

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one day in advance.
The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when school is in session except during the summer session which is Tuesday through Thursday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503
APARTMENT FOR RENT

AVAILABLE NOW 2 BEDROOM, 1.5
bath apartment. W/D $680/month. $680
security deposit. The Cove Apartments
(662)234-1422

LARGE 2 BEDROOM/ 2.5 BATH townhouse with W/D included. No pets. 1
Year lease. Quiet. $500 security deposit. Call (662)234-0000
ONE BEDROOM/1BATH One mile
south of square. Available Nov 1st.
Hardwood floors upstairs. All appliances plus cable. $595 a month. (662)6072400
ROOM FOR RENT Need 3rd roomate,
townhouse, dog allowed, no cats. $500
a month. Utilities included. (662)8099114

HOUSE FOR RENT
3/4 BEDROOM HOME FOR LEASE
3/4 bedroom home for lease January 1,
2014. Close to campus. Quiet neighborhood. Security deposit. Call 662-8169969 (662)816-9969

ROOM FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT at 3br/2ba condo
$400/mth/$400dep
662-419-5083
(662)489-7964

The Ole Miss Lady Rebels (10-3-1, 3-2 SEC) will play
host to the slumping Vanderbilt Commodores (3-7-3, 0-4-1
SEC) on Friday.
The Commodores will travel
to Oxford looking for their first
conference victory of the season and first win since they beat
Georgia State on Sept. 15. The
Rebels look to continue to climb
in the conference rankings after
splitting games against Tennessee (L, 3-0) and No. 20 Georgia
(W, 3-1) this past weekend.
Vanderbilt brings with them
an aggressive front line, led by
SEC shots per game leader
Cheyna Williams. The 5-foot7 sophomore averages just over
five shots per game and leads the
Commodores with 10 goals on
the year. She is tied for fourth
in the SEC in that category with
Ole Miss’ Mandy McCalla.
Ole Miss goal keeper Kelly
McCormick and the rest of the
Rebels’ back line will try to stop
what coach Matt Mott called a
“very potent attack” without the
services of sophomore defender
Samantha Sanders, who was lost
4BD, 4BATH CONDO FOR RENT
$2,200 per month. For more info visit
www.olemissrentalcondo.com
Available: Nov 2013- July 31st 2014.
CONDO FOR LEASE 1625 Garfield
Ave Unit D. 3Bdrm/3Bath Hardwood,
ceramic & carpet floors. Granite countertops. Stainless appliances including
washer/ dryer. $1,740mo/ $580mo per
student. (901)754-4311

WEEKEND RENTAL
WEEKEND RENTALS Short-term rentals including event weekends. Lots of
availability! www.oxfordtownhouse.com
(662)801-6692

SEASONAL
JO’S COSTUME SHOP Adult costume
rentals. Open 9-4 Monday through Friday. www.freewebs.com/ jcostumes
2526 East University Avenue

MISCELLANEOUS

CONDO FOR RENT

the Ole Miss Yearbook

to a knee injury in Sunday’s win
over Georgia. Mott said freshman Georgia Russell and sophomore Jessica Hiskey will be the
main players tasked with fillings
Sanders’ spot. Mott went on to
say that Vanderbilt has “three of
the best forwards in the league.”
The Rebels’ attack should
pose at least as many problems
for Vanderbilt, as the front line
boasts two of the conference’s
top five leading scorers in seniors
Rafaelle Souza and Mandy McCalla. Souza leads the conference with 13 goals on the season,
and McCalla was matching her
pace early in the season. McCalla said her transition to the midfielder position has altered her
role slightly, making her more of
a distributor than she was early
in the season.
The team will look to exploit
any holes they can find in a
Vanderbilt defense that is nextto-last in the conference in goals
allowed per game.
The Rebels’ last Friday night
home game is scheduled for a 7
p.m. kickoff.
For continuing coverage of Ole Miss
women’s soccer, follow @thedm_sports
on Twitter.
PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Testing, Limited Ultrasounds,
Facts, Options, and Support. No insurance required. Free and Confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.com (662)2344414

FULL-TIME
HELP WANTED.. .... Graphic Designer
for print and Internet, rapidly expanding Oxford company. Send resume and
samples to swjenna@yahoo.com

PART-TIME
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
NEED EXTRA CASH? Papa John’s
Pizza is now accepting applications for
all positions. Apply in person from 1p-4p
Mon-Fri at 1506 W. Jackson Avenue.
HELP WANTED: PART-TIME during
October. M-F only. Jo’s Costume Shop,
2526 University Avenue.
MUST LOVE DOGS Local dog kennel
seeking part time help. (Labor) must be
willing to work on weekends and some
holidays. Send resume and or contact
info marty.vocation@gmail.com

OCTOBER

14, 17, 18
21, 24 & 25
9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

Union room # 412
Seniors need to schedule a senior portrait appointment at www.ouryear.com. School code: 141 or call
1-800-OUR-YEAR (1-800-687-9327). Freshmen, sophomores & juniors do not schedule appointments;
just show up and your photo will be taken on a walk-in basis.

15 & 22

9 A.M. TO 2:45 P.M.
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COLUMN

Missouri might not actually suck this year

1. Re-evaluating the Rebs
Ole Miss was dreaming of
double-digit wins after starting
the year off strong with a record
of 3-0, which included road wins
over Vanderbilt and Texas.
But after falling to Alabama
and Auburn on back-to-back
weekends, it’s time to regroup and
rethink what the Rebels’ record
will look like at the conclusion of
the 2013 season.
Here’s what I think will happen:
I would like the Rebels to upset
Texas A&M this weekend, take a
loss versus LSU and blowout Idaho before Ole Miss’ second bye.
After some rest, I’m predicting a
close win over Arkansas, a demolishment of Troy and a narrow
loss to Missouri. Then, I think the
Rebs get a tough win versus Mississippi State in the Egg Bowl to
close out the year.
So, I’m going with 8-4 right

now before a bowl game, but for
some reason I think my prediction might be one game too optimistic.
2. Missouri might not actually suck
Don’t look now, but it seems
like that whole “Missouri doesn’t
belong in the SEC” narrative
might’ve been a little bit premature.
The No. 25 Tigers currently
boast a perfect 5-0 record, highlighted by a pair of convincing road wins over two respectable opponents in Indiana and
Vanderbilt.
What’s gone right after everything went wrong for the Tigers
in 2012? That’s simple: Dynamic quarterback James Franklin
is finally healthy after suffering
through a rash of injuries last
year. He’s been hyper effective,
tossing 13 touchdowns and only

three picks, and the signal caller
has received plenty of help from
a rushing attack that ranks first in
the league.
Next up for the Tigers is a
rough three-game stretch that
includes a visit to No. 7 Georgia
and home games versus No. 17
Florida and No. 14 South Carolina. If the Tigers can win a pair
of those contests, then they definitely don’t suck.
3. Green-Beckham also
proving he’s not a bust
Missouri wide receiver Dorial Green-Beckham was the top
rated wide receiver in the class of
2012, but his debut season with
the Tigers didn’t exactly live up to
the perhaps unfair hype.
Green-Beckham, a raw talent coming out of high school,
hauled in 28 passes for 395 yards
and five touchdowns last year for
the Tigers –– a solid, but not spectacular effort. This year, though,
the massive receiver has already
hauled in 23 passes for 364 yards
and four touchdowns through
only five games of action.
The moral of the story is that
sometimes four- and five-star
high school phenoms take a little
bit of time to develop and don’t
always make a huge impact their

first year on campus. GreenBeckham, a perfect example of
this, is definitely a guy to keep
tabs on as the high-flying Tigers’
offense looks to keep things going
throughout the 2013 campaign.
4. SEC East favorite Georgia hit hard by injury bug
Before this weekend, I thought
Georgia was for sure going to
coast its way to another appearance in the SEC Championship
game.
That was, however, before the
Bulldogs were bit hard by the injury bug. In Georgia’s overtime
win over Tennessee, running back
Keith Marshall and wide receiver
Justin Scott-Wesley suffered season-ending ACL injuries. Wide
receiver Michael Bennett also
went down with a knee injury and
stud running back Todd Gurley
likely won’t play against Missouri
because of an ankle injury.
That’s a lot of firepower to lose
on offense, and because of this, I
wouldn’t discount Florida, Missouri and perhaps even South
Carolina in the East just yet.
5. Paul’s Week 7 SEC Picks
Alabama vs. Kentucky: Wake me
up when the Crimson Tide play
LSU on Nov. 9; they don’t play

anyone of note until then, or after. The Crimson Tide roll over a
hapless Wildcats 45-13.
Arkansas vs. South Carolina: If
Jadeveon Clowney plays, the
Gamecocks win. If Jadeveon
Clowney doesn’t play, the Gamecocks win. Gimme South Carolina 31-24 over the Razorbacks.
Auburn vs Western Carolina: The
Tigers destroy the Catamounts
49-21, but Auburn quarterback
Nick Marshall doesn’t run for as
many yards as he did against Ole
Miss (140) last weekend.
Florida vs. LSU: Will Muschamp
eats some bad gumbo in Baton
Rouge, and the Gators fall 31-21
to Les Miles and the Tigers.
Georgia vs. Missouri: The Tigers
upset the Bulldogs 35-28, further
proving that they don’t actually
suck.
Ole Miss vs. Texas A&M: The
Rebels upset the Aggies 42-38.
Afterwards, Johnny Manziel self
medicates at The Library with
Jager Bombs and Ole Miss coeds.
Mississippi State vs. Bowling Green:
Dan Mullen and the Bulldogs
never really get big wins, but
they sure as hell do a good job of
beating up on teams like Bowling
Green. Give me the Bulldogs 4221 over the Falcons.

35285
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Offense out to prove itself, Scott back in play
mcsigler@go.olemiss.edu

Offensive line looking to
improve

Ole Miss continued practice
Wednesday afternoon in preparation of their third Southeastern Conference matchup of the
year against No. 9 Texas A&M.
Not only will the Aggies bring a
high-powered offense to Oxford
this Saturday, but they will also
have a solid defense that will attempt to keep the Rebels at bay.
“It’s kind of a difficult thing for
me to really say,” Ole Miss head
coach Hugh Freeze said. “We’re
not like Alabama, we’re not like
Arkansas, so those games are
not a whole lot we can look at
schematically and say this is how
they will treat us. Rice we are
similar to, Sam Houston a little
bit, but those two games they
had six or seven guys hurt. We’re
looking at a lot of stuff from last
year where people were similar
to us in what they did. They are
younger than they were last year,
but they sure are athletic. They
have a lot of variety in what they
do.”
On the year the Aggies are
giving up a pretty even attack for
opponent’s offenses, averaging
214.8 yards on the ground and
262 yards through the air.

After only racking up 124
yards on the ground last week
against Auburn, the Ole Miss offensive line will look to improve
upon that mark after having solid rushing performances earlier
in the year.
“We didn’t have our best
game,” Ole Miss offensive line
coach Matt Luke said of the
Auburn game. “We had some
guys, maybe more this game,
lose some one on one matchups,
that’s going to happen especially when you have some young
guys, but the good thing is they
responded and had a really good
week of practice.”
Last season against Texas
A&M, the Rebels had success
moving the ball tallying 159
yards on the ground and 305
through the air, but Luke expects to see a defensive front
from the Aggies that will prove
to be a challenge.
“A lot of movement,” Luke
said of what he saw from the Aggie defensive front. “They had
some guys out, so it’s been hard
to kind of get a feel, and they
lost one of their defensive lineman to an ACL, so they have a

guy stepping in, so I haven’t seen
a whole bunch of the other guys,
but they do a lot of movement,
stunting, and blitzing. Obviously
it’ll present a big challenge for
us.”
Injury updates on Scott
and Johnson
Both senior running back Jeff
Scott and junior defensive end
CJ Johnson were at practice
Wednesday, but one was noticeably further along than the other.
Scott was fully dressed and participated in practice, while Johnson was sidelined once again
and wearing a walking boot.
“He’s all right,” Freeze said
of Scott who has a thigh bruise.
“He wasn’t 100 percent today,
but he’ll be ready to go. He
won’t stay out for that.”
Johnson, however, could potentially lack playing time due to
his injury.
“Just OK,” Freeze said of how
Johnson looked earlier in the
morning. “Doctors are coming
in tonight and they are going
to take an MRI and X-ray of it
just to make sure there is nothing structurally wrong. If there is
nothing wrong he’s going to try
to give it a go. As long as I think

FILE PHOTO (Phillip Waller) | The Daily Mississippian

Mississippi running back Jeff Scott looks for an opening in the Auburn defense during last
weekend’s game.

we aren’t going to do anything
that will cause him to be out the
rest of the season or something.
If it’s pain, from a bone bruise,

which we think it is, he’ll give it a
go, or at least try.”
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